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What is a Smart City?

• How a city performs depends not only on the city's physical 
infrastructure  but also on the availability and quality of 
knowledge communication and social infrastructure. 

• The “Smart City” concept - an attempt to bring together 
modern urban production factors in a common framework 
and to emphasise the growing importance of ICTs, social and 
environmental capital in assessing the competitiveness of 
cities.

• Previously – digital cities, intelligent cities.



What is a Smart City?

• Two different perspectives:

• Top-down approach…
– US – technology-centric (IBM, Cisco, Siemens)

– Europe & Asia –led by governments and 
motivated by an ambition to build green, 
sustainable cities

• Big Data – generating data at every step

• Who uses it? Who has access to it? 



Smart City Critique

• Adam Greenfield sees a "deep conceptual problem with the smart 
city at virtually every level." (Greenfield, 2013)

• The vision and ideology of "smart city" is mainly promoted by large 
technology vendors like Cisco, IBM, Siemens, Hitachi, and 
Microsoft, among others.

• A major discourse in urbanism is authored by private enterprises.



Smarter citizens, smarter communities

• Bottom Up DIY urbanism…

• Open code, do-it-yourself philosophy and 
citizen participation

• User-centric interfaces and controls

OpenStreetMap.org



Smarter citizens projects- examples

– Smart Citizen (a kit containing sensors for measuring environmental 
indicators and connecting via the online platform Cosm) –FabLab
Barcelona

– DataCitizenDrivenCity- MediaLab Prado

Source: http://blogs.cccb.org/lab/en/article_intel·ligencia-ciutadana-a-la-
metropoli-de-les-dades/

– After the Fukushima disaster- the Tokyo hackerspace built cheap 
geiger counters

– SafeCast give away DIY Geiger Counters to people to travel with all 
over the world, which automatically upload all the data collected to an 
online database, open and free for anyone to use.

Source: TEDx Brussels talk – Mitch Altman -The hackerspace movement -
http://www.youtube.com/embed/WkiX7R1-kaY



Fix my Street



Crowdmap (Ushahidi)







Cycle Atlanta

http://cycleatlanta.org/
http://cycleatlanta.org/


The current discourse

• Digital cities

• Smart cities

• Big data

• e-Government

• The digital and the 
physical layer

• Smarter citizens

• Participatory publics 

• Open Data

• Open Knowledge

• Open Culture

• Open Government 
Partnership



Open Data

• “Open data is a practice requiring that certain data are freely available to 
everyone, without restrictions from copyright, patents or other 
mechanisms of control. 

• The government is opening up its data for other people to reuse. This is 
only about non-personal, non-sensitive data information like the list of 
schools, crime rates or the performance of your council. 

• Open data gives us a window into how our government operates so we 
can enhance its services, help build on its analysis and, when necessary, 
hold it to account. Data also powers our economy, better information and 
data can mean more efficient services, higher productivity, and more 
informed choices.“

Source: OpenData.ie FAQs



Example: HittheRoad.ie

• Polling Stations dataset was 
released on Fingal Open Data-
2011

• Hit the Road incorporated the 
data into their website. Hit The 
Road is a public transport 
journey-planning service, which 
you can use to find directions in 
and around Dublin. 

• Launched in May 2010, and 
supports Dublin Bus, Luas and 
DART



Urban technologies

• How can digital technologies enhance and 
augment life in a city?

• How can they support active citizenship and 
community involvement?



Amsterdam Hackable Metropole

• 3 ways by which new media can influence the 
urban environment, or how buildings can become 
‘interfaces’;
– Media-architecture (such as urban screens and 

media facades) can alter the ambience of an 
environment.

– Urban sensing – used for either spatial planning or 
real-time interventions.

– Media Interfaces (Martijn de Waal)

http://www.themobilecity.nl/2013/10/17/amsterdam-hackable-metropolis-hot-100-workshop-
report/ 



Urban Technologies in use in Limerick

• Traffic monitoring
• Real time bus displays
• Water supply monitoring
• CCTV cameras
• Urban screens
• Websites dedicated to local matters (Limerick.ie, 

LimericksLife.com)
• Newspaper & radio stations web presence
• Social Media (I Love Limerick, Limerick Local 

Heroes)



Limerick Local Heroes

• Group formed in Nov 
2011 following a Twitter 
conversation

• Town Hall meeting – Jan 
2012

• Ideas Summit –
Thomond Park – Feb 
2012

• 4th of July celebrations

• Limerick Tidy Town

• Waterways

• Richard Harris festival

• Busking in the city centre

• Limerick Vibe- Holistic Health

• Monorail city centre - UL





We love Plassey Riverbank
(Limerick Riverpaths Volunteers)

• Group of volunteers 
initiated river & canal 
bank clean-up in 
January 2012.

• Later on, started to 
organise guided walks, 
harvest fests.

• Supported by Limerick 
City & County Council.



Connected Limerick- 2010



Connected Limerick
• 2011 

– Series of curated talks – Hunt Museum

• 2012 
– Design Jam Limerick – Fab City
– Working with Limerick Local Heroes
– Development of app- In Search of Old Limerick
– Development of Tweasure Hunt concept (collaboration with 

Limerick’s Life) 

• 2013
– Design Jam Limerick – Cultural Heritage
– Urban Play  (collaboration with Make-Faire-Do &IxDA)

• 2016
– Culture Night – 16th September
– Open House – 8th October – Promoted online, enthusiasm 

generated by locals on Twitter and Facebook



In Search of Old Limerick

• Android app

• Proof-of-concept 
developed by 3 
students

• User evaluation in situ

Avram, Festl, Slattery, Ryan - On Oral Histories, Communities and Annotating the City - Paper presented at 
the Digital Cities 8 event in Munich, Germany, 29 June 2013



What next?

• Our role - citizens as designers

• The city as an interface

• Communities and local government working 
together

• Open Government partnership 


